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Brody WorkLounge
seating
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Designed to be good for your  
body and good for your brain.
Introducing the Brody™ WorkLounge.
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comforT IS compromISED

While most lounge spaces look 
comfortable, they provide little 
ergonomic support. Designed for 
short-term sitting, not focused task 
work, typical lounge seating leaves the 
body unsupported. 

LEarnIng IS compromISED

People need more than chairs, alone,  
to get work done. They need surfaces  
for their notebooks and mobile devices. 

focuS IS compromISED

Today’s workplace is often open and 
exposed, providing little to no control 
over visual distractions. 

Workers need a place to get  
away without going away.
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Designed for your body.
Providing high-performance comfort and support, the Brody 

WorkLounge features patented LiveLumbar™ technology—

bringing thoughtful ergonomic design to the lounge posture. 

The adjustable, personal worksurface holds technology at eye 

level, reducing neck and shoulder strain.

Technology is placed at eye level 
to reduce tech neck.

Legs are supported while  
reclining, reducing strain on hips.

Upper back is supported, keeping head 
balanced on neck and shoulders, reducing 
neck strain.

Arms are supported for keying, 
reducing strain on shoulders.

LiveLumbar region provides continuous, 
dynamic support that eliminates lower 
back gap.
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Designed for your brain.

Maintaining focus is a costly problem for workers today. We get interrupted 

or distracted every 11 minutes, and neuroscientists have found it takes over 

23 minutes to get back on task.

The Brody WorkLounge creates a shelter from visual distractions, providing 

privacy and an enhanced sense of psychological security.
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Designed for work.
The Brody WorkLounge creates a comfortable microenvironment 

by thoughtfully integrating ergonomic comfort and personal 

storage - so you can focus your attention, get into flow and get 

work done. 
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Designed for business.
Brody WorkLounge can help organizations optimize their real 

estate by delivering a high-performance work space in a highly 

efficient footprint. A smart alternative to enclaves, the Brody 

WorkLounge transforms underutilized, in-between spaces into 

coveted destinations.
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Screen Brackets  
Platinum Metallic 4799 

Back of Caddy Merle 7360

Personal Worksurface Platinum Solid 6249

Brody medium colour Scheme finishes

Personal Worksurface Arm Platinum Metallic 4799

Caddy Sterling Dark 7250

Array Seagull 2883

Lower Trim Surround  
Platinum Solid 6249

Foot Platinum Metallic 4799 

Footrest  
Sterling Dark Solid 6059

Merle Plastic 7360 Platinum Metallic Paint 4799 Platinum Solid Plastic 6249 Sterling Dark Paint 7250 Sterling Dark Plastic 6059 Seagull 2883
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Design Details

SIDE SurfacE
Available with left- or right-sided configurations, side 
surface provides a convenient armrest, or a spacious 
writing or mousing surface.

pErSonaL WorKSurfacE
With up to 40° of pitch, this highly-adjustable worksurface 
lets you position your work and your devices precisely 
where you want them.

fooTrEST
Additional support for legs and feet helps maintain 
comfortable, reclined postures, with a nonslip surface  
that prevents movement. Footrest fits under the seat when 
not in use.

paTEnTED LumBar TEcHnoLogY
Patented LiveLumbar technology provides dynamic back 
support that eliminates lower back gap.

prIVacY ScrEEn
Privacy screens help reduce visual distractions and enhance personal privacy and comfort.

aDapTIVE BoLSTErIng
The Brody WorkLounge seat allows the cushion to adapt to each user’s unique size. Adaptive bolstering provides 
exceptional seat comfort.
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gaja c2c Buzz 2

2049 Light Blue

2046 Emerald

2053 Chili Pepper

2051 Black Raspberry

2041 Sepia

2048 Olive

2017 Night Blue

2042 Umber

2023 Apple Green 

2045 Daffodil 

2007 Petrol 

2052 Spruce

2044 Camelia Red

Bu01 Tornado 

Bu02 Alpine 

Bu03 Meadow 

Bu04 Chocolate 

Bu05 Red 

Bu06 Pumpkin 

Bu07 Sunrise 

Bu08 Sable 

Bu09 Black 

Bu10 Stone 

Bu11 Navy 

Bu12 Blue 

Bu13 Burgundy

Colours are representative and may vary slightly from actual material.

For further options visit us online.

2001 Crimson 

2050 Maroon

2021 Ink

2010 Deep Blue

2043 Java

2015 Pepper 

2011 Black

2027 Pearl Grey

2040 Greige

2047 Snow pea

Brody Privacy Lounge Brody Privacy Lounge  
with Extension

Footrest

STaTEmEnT of LInE

BroDY WorKLoungE

SurfacE maTErIaLS

BroDY confIguraTIonS

From a finishes point of view, please note following:

The lower surround will always come in Buzz2 fabric
The seat and the footrest will always come in Gaja C2C fabric.
Two-tone or three-tone versions are not possible on the seat.

SuSTaInaBILITY

At its heart, sustainability at Steelcase is about people. It’s about creating and supporting the economic, 
environmental and social conditions that allow people and communities to reach their full potential.

research and insights direct our path. It’s not only about creating goods, it’s about creating good. 
It’s not only about creating value, it’s about living our values. It’s not just about reducing our footprint, it’s 
about expanding our reach. It’s about creating lasting and meaningful change to enable the long-term 
wellbeing of current and future generations.

Innovative products and solutions result. In the development of our products, we work to consider 
each stage of the life cycle: from materials extraction, production, transport, use and reuse, until the end 
of its life. We demonstrate performance through third-party verified certifications and voluntary product 
declarations.

Steelcase’s sustainability promises, actions, and results are communicated in an annual Corporate 
Sustainability Report.
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